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ABSTRACT
Landscape Architecture Education: A Study of Patterns
by
Tanya Rice, Master of Landscape Architecture
Utah State University, 2017
Major Professor: Carlos V. Licón, Ph.D.
Department: Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
The marketplace for landscape architecture professionals is competitive and
global changes will likely alter future landscape architecture practice. Academicians
acknowledge their responsibility to respond to changing realities and assimilating new
knowledge and practices is crucial. An understanding of the current state of landscape
architecture education is the first step in planning for future modifications to curriculum.
This thesis explores curricular content of accredited undergraduate landscape architecture
programs in the U.S. The first paper provides a panoramic view of all programs while the
second paper explores one area of knowledge in greater depth.
Paper 1 explores 43 programs’ course offerings to identify and classify coverage
and emphases of their curriculum. The study organized more than 1,100 courses into 14
thematic areas of knowledge based on Landscape Architecture Accreditation Board
(LAAB) standards and procedures. A comparison of programs credit requirements
provides a helpful inquiry to program composition, content emphasis, 4- and 5-year
program differences, rankings, and other trend and patterns. Findings reveal significant
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variation in total credit requirements. It is concluded that the area of Design contains the
heaviest credit load in all programs and Site Analysis and Sociocultural Systems are
among the lowest. When comparing individual programs by region and college, there is
wide distribution of knowledge areas among programs and few common factors.
Paper 2 provides a content and text analysis of the Design area of knowledge, the
one area shown to have the greatest emphasis in each program in the first paper. It
examines the frequency and cluster association of common terms used in design courses
and is presented as visual networks. The terms were identified from an analysis of 320
course titles and descriptions found in the curriculum of the 43 programs examined in the
first paper.
Presenting a broad view of landscape architecture education, this work provides
landscape architecture programs with a valuable benchmark for future curriculum
revisions and a way to clarify focus and goals. Visual mapping to explore networks and
associations between design terms is used to understand the content of design courses and
how they may relate to other topics.
(159 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Landscape Architecture Education: A Study of Patterns
Tanya Rice
This research is focused on analyzing landscape architecture education of
accredited bachelor programs in the U.S. The primary intent was to obtain a
comprehensive understanding of the current state of landscape architecture education and
the direction in which it is heading. This was conducted through an evaluation of each
landscape architecture program’s course offerings. The objectives were to explore the
degree of coherence and dispersion of course requirements among programs, compare
similarities and differences and identify current patterns, trends, strengths and emphases
of the programs. Then design course descriptions were analyzed for identification of
word families and cluster networks to determine the possible connections to other content
areas. The benefit of this research is in providing a valuable benchmark and reference for
which landscape architecture programs can use in revising and building curricula.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Landscape architecture education is a critical component in the development of
future landscape architects and maintaining the advantage landscape architecture has
gained over other disciples in terms of knowledge of the landscape (Gazvoda, 2002). The
practice and study of landscape architecture is vast, from urban design to ecological
considerations, and is directly influenced by the conditions and adaptations of
communities and environments around the world. The American Society of Landscape
Architecture (ASLA) acknowledges that changes and challenges in practice and
education are expected as ever-expanding knowledge and technology, and ever more
complex information and understanding of our world becomes evident (ASLA, 2004).
The ASLA also states that landscape architects must anticipate shifts in practice and work
with them. As an ongoing challenge, academicians acknowledge the need and
responsibility for responding to changing realities (S. Michael, personal communication,
February 25, 2015). U.S. landscape architecture programs are exploring how they can
grow and adapt while preparing their graduates for an ever-changing marketplace
(Crawford & Dalton, 2013). However, a comprehensive insight of the current state of
landscape arch education and the direction in which it is heading needs more analysis.
This thesis is comprised of two research papers exploring current landscape
architecture education. Chapter II, the first paper, includes the study titled “Landscape
Architecture Education Curricula: What we can learn from each other,” which provides a
first collective look at the current state of LA education in the U.S. The study evaluates
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43 accredited programs’ course offerings to identify and classify coverage and emphases
of their curricula. More than 1,100 courses were organized into 14 thematic areas of
knowledge based on Landscape Architecture Accreditation Board (LAAB) standards and
procedures to establish curricular composition. A comparison of programs credit
requirements grouped by subject area provides a helpful inquiry into program
composition, content emphasis, 4- and 5-year program differences, rankings, and other
trends and patterns.
The second paper, Chapter III titled “Teaching design in landscape architecture
programs,” involves an in-depth exploration of design course descriptions and provides
an explanation of what constitutes the heaviest course load in our discipline. The purpose
of this paper is to identify patterns associated among terms used in design course
descriptions of bachelor of landscape architecture (BLA) programs. The patterns are
presented as visual networks. The terms were identified from an analysis of 325 course
descriptions found in the curriculum of 43 accredited BLA programs in the United States.
Content and text analysis software is used to visually map word frequency, topic themes,
families and clusters of terms, and identify the strengths and weaknesses of their
connections. Visual mapping to explore networks and associations between terms helps
to understand the content of design courses and how they may relate to other topics.
Collectively, these studies are important for understanding the current state of
landscape architecture education in order to have a baseline and framework for future
educational strategies and landscape architecture program design.
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CHAPTER II
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION CURRICULA:
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM EACH OTHER1
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to provide a panoramic overview of the current state
of landscape architecture education offered by accredited undergraduate landscape
architecture programs in the U.S. The study evaluates 43 accredited programs’ course
offerings to identify and classify coverage and emphases of their curricula. More than
1,100 courses were organized into 14 thematic areas of knowledge based on Landscape
Architecture Accreditation Board (LAAB) standards and procedures to establish
curricular composition. A comparison of programs credit requirements grouped by
subject area provides a helpful inquiry into program composition, content emphasis, fourand five-year program differences, rankings, and other trends and patterns. Findings
reveal a significant variation in total credit requirements and indicate Design as the
heaviest credit load in all programs. Site Analysis and Sociocultural Systems, on the other
hand, are among the lowest credit loads. When comparing individual programs by region
and by college affiliation, there appears to be a wide distribution of knowledge areas
among programs and few common factors. Finally, the primary difference in increased
credit loads between 4- and 5-year programs lies in the areas of Design, Construction and
total credits.

1

Chapter II is coauthored by Tanya Rice and Carlos Licón for submission to Landscape Journal and was
presented at the CELA Conference in March 2016.
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EDUCATION IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
The realities of competitive markets and global changes suggest that the future of
landscape architecture will be different from the past (Gobster, Nassauer, and Nadenicek
2010). Landscape architecture is a complex discipline, incorporating knowledge from the
humanities, engineering, fine arts, and the natural sciences (Gazvoda 2002). According to
the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA 2016a), “landscape architects
analyze, plan, design, manage, and nurture the built and natural environments.” As a
profession, “landscape architecture has developed a common approach to solving design
problems, a required skill set, and a set of values” that guides our work. (Milburn and
Brown 2016). Landscape architecture organizations have identified and shaped areas of
knowledge that are the foundation of education and practice in the field. The Landscape
Architecture Body of Knowledge (LABOK) study promoted by ASLA and conducted by
representatives from registration and accreditation boards and the Council of Educators in
Landscape Architecture (CELA) focused on identifying the core knowledge and
competencies that characterize landscape architecture practice and education (American
Society of Landscape Architects [ASLA], Canadian Society of Landscape Architects
[CSLA], Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture [CELA], Council of Landscape
Architecture Registration Boards [CLARB], and Landscape Architectural Accreditation
Board [LAAB] 2004), which has been a valuable resource to accreditation reviews.
Broad categories such as landscape architecture planning, design and management,
natural and cultural systems, site analysis, theory and practice, and technologies and
materials have been established as the standard in practice and education (Deming and
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Swaffield 2011). The Landscape Architecture Accreditation Board (LAAB) Standards
and Procedures (ASLA 2016b) are the guidelines set forth to direct landscape architecture
education in the United States.
As changes and challenges occur in practice and education of related disciplines,
landscape architecture education has the opportunity to strengthen its proficiencies.
United States landscape architecture programs are exploring how they can grow and
adapt while preparing their graduates for an ever-changing marketplace (Crawford and
Dalton 2013). As an ongoing challenge, academicians acknowledge the need and
responsibility for responding to changing realities. Assimilating new knowledge and
practices is crucial (American Society of Landscape Architecture [ASLA] 2004). As the
LABOK study states:
We cannot be merely reactive. We must anticipate shifts and work with them.
With ever-expanding knowledge and technology, with ever more multifaceted
information and understanding of our world, the “body of knowledge” that is
expected of landscape architects, the core knowledge that helps define our
profession, becomes somewhat daunting in its breadth, depth, and complexity.
(ASLA 2004)
While the LAAB is the accreditation force for the content of program design, their
requirements allow flexibility for landscape architecture programs to adopt different
curricular structures to address or emphasize different areas of knowledge. How different
programs tailor their educational offerings and strengthen selected areas of knowledge
defines the current overview of landscape architecture education. A university’s
curriculum composition reflects the ideas and priorities identified by educators in
response to the demands of the discipline and their vision of the future. The CELA past
president, Sean Michael, explains, “As we evaluate the current state of education in the
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years following the [economic] recession, issues, challenges and opportunities regarding
the preparedness of graduating students need to be reevaluated within higher education”
(Sean Michael, personal communication, February 25, 2015). To support LAAB efforts
in reviewing and revising the accreditation standard and procedures, a comprehensive
insight of the current state of landscape architecture education and the direction in which
it is heading needs more analysis. This study provides a panoramic overview of the
current state of landscape architecture and explores the degree of coherence and
dispersion of course requirements among programs, compares similarities and
differences, and examines how schools are responding to the professional curriculum
guidelines set forth by LAAB. Its purpose is to identify current trends, patterns, strengths,
and emphases of the programs. This study is a “snapshot” of the landscape architecture
programs and intends to provide the discipline with a benchmark and reference for
curricular considerations. It is expected that this study will open opportunities for new
inquiries and new avenues of research and exploration in landscape architecture
education.
LANDSCAPE EDUCATION DRIVERS
Changes in practice and educational trends are inevitable and continuous.
Academics and practitioners concur that rapid change on a global scale is well under
way, caused by numerous factors such as advances in technology and urbanization
(Gobster et al. 2010). Over the years, many examples of environmental, technological,
and social trends have shaped both practice and landscape architecture program curricula
reforms. Carl Steinitz (1997) indicated that major changes were taking place in the design
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professions and in education, largely because of worldwide demographic, technological,
economic and academic changes. Fredrick Steiner (2011) stated that since 2001,
sustainability and environmentally conscious design have migrated from the fringe to the
mainstream. Cities are trending toward improving their open spaces and quality of life
(Buchanan 2013) in the midst of projected mass urban migration (United Nations
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2014.) Advances in technology, moving
from Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) to Building Information Modeling (BIM) software
such as Revit (Tai 2003), globalization and its effects on world environmental systems
(Green 2000), population growth and heightened demands for water and energy (Conrad
and Dunek 2012) all impact landscape architecture practice and, as a result, influence
educational demands. Gobster et al. (2010) highlight the challenges for landscape
education of global urbanization, continued technological advances and climate change.
Research also reveals that educators explore the integration of topics such as “design
thinking” (Miller 2015), interdisciplinary landscape architecture education (Kim and
Katen 2013), the applicability and feasibility of online class instruction (George 2013),
and design-build experiences into landscape architecture curricula (Sleipness and Waite
2013). Another indication of the need to explore the state of current curriculum comes
from Milovanović-Rodić’s observation that “academic curricula must be changed in
order to respond to the rapid environmental, economic and socio-political situations,
globally and locally” (Milovanović-Rodić, éZivković, and Lalović 2013). As global
challenges drive the direction of practice, academia has an interest and responsibility to
stay abreast of future practice projections and to maintain a high level of competency in
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course content offerings. While landscape architecture continues to expand as a
profession (Brown and Kjer 2007), opportunities and challenges to the educational
system present themselves (Ogrin 2002). Adjusting curricula of landscape architecture
programs can be particularly difficult due to the wide scope and diverse activities of the
profession. Adding to the difficulty, higher education lacks a guiding vision that informs
curriculum requirements and course design (Conrad and Dunek 2012). A recent memo
from an editor of Landscape Architecture Magazine stated that an issue of concern was
the lack of a strong national agenda for the future direction of landscape architecture
education (Brad McKee, email message, February 25, 2015). To help address some of
these concerns, this study provides a panoramic overview of the current state of
landscape architecture education nationwide. We hope that it provides information that
sets a benchmark and reference for intentional decision-making.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS
This study is conducted through an analysis of Bachelors of Landscape
Architecture (BLA) credit requirements on specific areas of knowledge. It includes 43
accredited bachelor’s programs in the U.S. listed by the LAAB. All but one of the
accredited programs are included, as it is phasing out its undergraduate degree offerings.
While most of the programs require a minimum of 4 years to complete, 16 universities
require 5 years for completion and are identified by a plus symbol (+) throughout the
study. Appendix A provides a complete list of the universities included.
The procedural components to this analysis include the identification of common
nomenclature, the gathering of program data and creation of a structured database to
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profile each program. These program profiles are based on a classification of course
offerings in 14 areas of knowledge. Comparisons and rankings of undergraduate
programs allow us to identify patterns of the undergraduate landscape architecture
education in the US. They also shed light on the specific emphases and variations each
program has incorporated into their curriculum. This study provides a look at current
educational offers in Landscape architecture. It does not evaluate the pedagogical
approaches within the programs or the LAAB standards.
The Field of Knowledge in Landscape Architecture Education
According to the LAAB (ASLA 2016b), each accredited program curriculum is
guided by, at a minimum, the coverage of the following seven categories:
1. History, theory, philosophy, principles, and values
 design history
 design theory
 criticism
 sustainability, resiliency, stewardship
 health, safety, welfare
2. Design processes and methodology
 critical thinking
 analysis
 ideation
 synthesis
 site program
 iterative design development
 design communication
3. Systems and processes - natural and cultural (related to design, planning, and
management)
 plants and ecosystems sciences
 built environment and infrastructure
 human factors and social and community systems
 human health and well-being
 communication and documentation
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written communication
oral communication
visual and graphic communication
design and construction documents
numeracy, quantitative problem-solving, and communication
community and client engagement

4. Implementation
 construction technology and site engineering
 site materials
 use and management of plants and vegetation
 policies and regulation
5. Computer applications and advanced technologies
 visualization and modeling
 communication (conceptual and construction drawings)
 geospatial analysis
6. Assessment and evaluation
 site assessment
 pre-design analysis
 landscape performance
 post-occupancy evaluation
 visual and scenic assessment
7. Professional practice
 values
 ethics
 practice
 construction administration
In preparation for creating curricular profiles of each program, we established 14
areas of knowledge to categorize courses. Aligned with LAAB guidelines and a review of
BLA course offerings, the thematic clustering of courses produced the areas of
knowledge used in this study. Some of the LAAB areas of knowledge were expanded to
explore content in more detail and to identify program differences. These 14 areas of
knowledge include and clarify the complete offer of each BLA program. They form three
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broad categories: core courses that are foundational to landscape architecture education,
courses that support and strengthen the core, and complementary courses that broaden a
student’s educational experience and provide opportunities for pursuing special interests.
These 14 areas of knowledge are shown in Table 1. These 14 areas of knowledge are to
include the complete offering of each BLA program in this study. A brief description of
each of these areas of knowledge follows.
Design. The Design area of knowledge is comprised of the courses that involve
developing design solutions at various scales, most often in a studio environment.
Courses are included in this category when the course title and/or course description
relates to but is not limited to any of the following: the design and graphic techniques in
solving design problems, design thinking, apply theory to project form, abstract and
applied problems, composition, development of ideas (ideation) integrative design
development, design build, site programming, space and place making, and application of
theory and techniques. Relates to LAAB 2016 core skill category Design Process and
Methodology.
Plant Material. Courses having a relation to plants identification, characteristics,
description, adaptation, ecological, historic or aesthetic value and plant nomenclature are
included in this category. It may include plant biology, horticulture, botany and plant
materials but does not include general education biology. Relates to LAAB 2016 core
skill category Systems and Processes.
Construction. This area of knowledge encompasses a broad range of technical
topics including but not limited to site materials, construction methods and technologies,
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Table 1. Comparison of the 14 areas of knowledge defined for this study with the
most recent subject coverage required by the profession and the accreditation body
in Landscape Architecture in the U.S.
Area of Knowledge
Design

LAAB 2013

3

Design and planning
theories and
methodologies

5

Design, planning and 4
management at various
scales and applications

2

Plant Material

3

Construction

7

Construction
documentation and
administration

4

Site Analysis

5

LAAB 2016
2

Design processes and
methodology

Design, planning and
management at various
scales and applications

10

Plants and ecosystems 3

Systems and processes
- plants and
ecosystems

6

Construction
documentation and
administration

5

Implementation construction
technology and site
engineering

6

Site design
5
engineering: materials,
methods, technologies
and applications

Site design and
Implementation:
materials, methods,
technologies,
application

7

Assessment and
evaluation

History and
Theory

1

Landscape architecture 1
history and criticism

History, theory and
criticism

1

History, theory,
philosophy, principles
and values

6

Natural Systems

2

Natural and cultural
systems

Natural and cultural
systems including
principles of
sustainability

3

Systems and processes
- natural and cultural

7

Sociocultural
Systems

3

Systems and processes
- human factors and
social and community
systems

8

Hand
Representation

4

Communication and
documentation - visual
and graphic
communication

9

Digital
Representation

11

Computer applications 6
and other advanced
technology

Computer applications
and advanced
technologies

10

Business and
Management

support

core foundational

1

LABOK

2

8

Communication

8

Professional practice

4

Communication and
documentation

9

Values and ethics in
practice

9

Professional values
and ethics

5

Implementation

8

Professional practice

(table continues)

14

complementary

Area of Knowledge
11

Internship and
Study Abroad

12

Landscape
Electives

13

Landscape
Complementary

14

LABOK

4

Public policy and
regulation

LAAB 2013

3

Public policy and
regulation

7

Written, verbal and
visual communication.

LAAB 2016

9

Research and/or
scholarly methods

General Education

irrigation, specifications, field studio design build theory, construction documents,
grading, drainage, storm water management surveying, site engineering, and landscape
construction. Relates to LAAB 2016 core skill category Implementation.
Site Analysis. Courses in this category include landscape observation and
performance, understanding landscapes; ecological, cultural and physical understanding
of the land, principles of identifying, analyzing and recording landscape resources;
collection and analysis of site data, site assessment, pre-design analysis, visual and scenic
assessment. Relates to LAAB 2016 core skill category Assessment and Evaluation.
History/Theory. Courses in this category include those designated with a specific
course number in the history of Landscape Architecture, Architecture or Art. Theory
courses that focus on elements of design, two- and three-dimensional principles of built
space, design fundamentals, principles, design process are also included. Relates to
LAAB 2016 core skill category History, Theory, Philosophy, Principles and Values.
Natural Systems. This category includes specific natural or physical science
courses with designated course numbers specifically required by the department. Courses
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within this area of knowledge specify ecology, natural systems, environmental science
and systems, soil science, geomorphology, sustainability, and/or plant ecology. General
education courses are not included. Relates to LAAB (ASLA 2016b) core skill category
Systems and Processes.
Sociocultural Systems. Course descriptions may include cultural landscape,
human habitation, relating people to their environment, social and cultural aspects of the
built environment, human behavior and physical environment, people and community,
and/or human experience of place. Social/cultural/behavioral context to the landscape;
contains specific course number and/or description that relates to specific evaluation of
relationship between humans and the landscape. General education sociology is not
included. Relates to LAAB (ASLA 2016b) core skill category Systems and Processes.
Hand Representation. Courses include foundational drawing, mechanical and
freehand drawing, various drafting media, lettering, rendering techniques, two- and threedimensional, perspective drawing, visual communication or graphic representation.
Courses are restricted to freehand drawing and tools. This category does not include
courses where hand work is taught in conjunction with digital techniques and tools.
Relates to LAAB (ASLA 2016b) core skill category Systems and Processes.
Digital Representation. Computer education courses related to landscape
architecture, digital media, analysis tools, computer drafting and rendering, digital image
editing, digital visualization and communication techniques, and/or computer-aided
visualization are included. May include CAD, GIS, Sketchup, computer graphics
software, photography, media workshop, computer modeling, digital design, geospatial
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applications. May include courses combining free-hand with computer applications.
Relates to LAAB (ASLA 2016b) core skill category Computer Application and
Advanced Technology.
Business/Management. Courses on written and oral expression related to
landscape architecture, professional practice courses and seminars, portfolio preparation,
professional/technical communication, public presentation skills, values, ethics,
construction management, economic and financial principles applied to landscape
architecture, proposal writing, Landscape Architecture Registration Examination (LARE)
preparation. Relates to LAAB (ASLA 2016b) core skill category Professional Practice.
Landscape Architecture Elective. Courses identified as electives specifically
approved and required by the department. These may be labeled as professional,
landscape architecture, directed, approved, supporting, free or restricted electives and are
separate from university general education required courses.
Landscape Architecture Complementary. Introductory courses in broad context
related to landscape architecture but not specifically in one of the other subject areas.
Includes planning, urbanism, and public policy courses.
Internship/Study Abroad. Courses that offer and require credits for internships,
study abroad, and off-campus activities and field studies.
General Education. Courses required by the University for graduation not
directly pertaining to landscape architecture in a specific area of knowledge.
Building a Dataset of Landscape Education Offering
All program requirements were obtained from university websites where the
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programs of study described course offerings with their associated credits. The
assumption is that course titles and descriptions are brief and limited but serve as a
general representation of course content and delivery. While curriculum design is a
continually changing process, we recognize that our exposure to program data is limited
time wise. This snapshot of landscape architecture education uses available information
during the months of June to September of 2015 (November 2015 for Texas A&M). Each
of the 1,100 courses was classified into one of the 14 areas of knowledge. The number of
credit hours given to each course is the baseline to measure comparison. The majority of
programs use semester-hours, which required some adjustment to programs on the
quarter system for equitable comparison. A database with 43 spreadsheets contains
individual program data profiles with requirements in credit-hours for each area of
knowledge described earlier (see example for Utah State University in Table 2). Figure 1
shows the graphic distribution of credits for one of the programs. University of
Wisconsin and Oklahoma State University programs offer several areas of emphasis
where the credit hours differ between emphasis options. In these instances, a program
profile is created for emphasis option offered.
Following the data compilation and profiling, each programs undergraduate
curriculum coordinator (or designated other) was emailed a letter with their program’s
profile spreadsheet for their review of our interpretation and compilation of their
program. Two weeks later, a follow-up letter was sent requesting a review and response.
DATA ANALYSIS: DESCRIBING BLA PROGRAMS
Data visualization methods are used to clearly and efficiently communicate
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Table 2. Example of University Data Profile listing courses offered by the program,
the credit hours of each course and the code for the classification under the 14 areas
of knowledge described in this study
USU

Name

Credits

areaK

LAEP 1200

Basic Graphics

4

R

LAEP 1300

Computer Applications

3

T

LAEP 1350

Theory of Design

4

D

LAEP 2300

History of Landscape Architecture

3

HTh

LAEP 2600

Landscape Construction I

4

C

LAEP 2700

Site Analysis

4

SA

LAEP 2720

Site Planning & Design

5

D

LAEP 3100

Recreation & Open Space

5

D

LAEP 3120

Land Planning for Residential Development

5

D

LAEP 3300

Advanced Computer Applications (GIS)

4

T

LAEP 3500

Planting Design

4

D

LAEP 3600

Landscape Materials

2

C

LAEP 3610

Construction II

2

C

LAEP 3700

City & Regional Planning

3

HTh

LAEP 4100

Urban Theory, Systems & Design

5

D

LAEP 4110

Construction Documents

4

C

LAEP 4120

Senior Capstone Studio

5

D

LAEP 4150

Field Studio

3

C

LAEP 4350

Travel Course

1

X

LAEP 4910

Communication & Leadership Professional Practice

3

B

LAEP 4930

LARE Preparation

2

B

WATS 1200

Biodiversity & Sustainability or

3

E

WILD 2200

Ecology of Our Changing World

PSC 2650

Woody Plant Materials

3

P

GEO 3100

Natural Disasters

3

E

PSC 3420

Landscape Irrigation

2

C

SOC 3610

Rural Sociology or

3

S

SOC 4620

Society of The Environment & Natural Resources

MULTIPLE

Breadth Courses

15

G

MULTIPLE

General Electives

6

G

MULTIPLE

General Studies

16

G

Total Credits

126
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Figure 1. Example of university data profile summary from Table 2 showing the number
of credits the program is requiring under each of the 14 areas of knowledge.

combinations of the large number of courses into understandable plots and charts. Four
methods of analysis are used to evaluate the data and each one is visualized differently to
highlight distributions, rankings, patterns, comparisons, and individual profiles (Table 3).
These analyses describe landscape architecture education from a broad overview by topic
areas to specific program composition. The first method provides a panoramic view of all
the programs by each area of knowledge. The second method of analysis compares the
emphasis each program places on the areas of knowledge in comparison with the rest of
the programs. The third analysis uses a scatterplot graph to evaluate the synergies and
trade-offs between paired areas of knowledge, and the fourth graph summarizes
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Table 3. Methods of analysis
Analysis

Purpose

Method

Visualization graph

Analysis 1

Overview of all programs by
each area of knowledge

Rankings by credits

Bar chart

Analysis 2

Emphasis by clusters and
individual programs by area
of knowledge

Normalized rankings

Normalized scale

Analysis 3

Synergy / trade-offs of all
programs by paired areas of
knowledge

Comparison by bidimensional plot of area
of knowledge

Scatterplot

Analysis 4

Individual profile summary
showing comparative
strengths and weaknesses

Individual program plot
of all 14 areas of
knowledge

Line chart

individual program profiles showing the level of emphasis they place in each area of
knowledge.
A PANORAMIC OVERVIEW OF BLA EDUCATION: CLUSTERS AND
EMPHASES
Analyses 1 and 2 include all BLA programs, with their total credit hours and
credit hours allocated by area of knowledge. For each area of knowledge, two charts
describe the data distribution: (1) a bar chart sorted by number of credits shows breadth
of credit requirements, and (2) a second chart using normalized data plots each program
in its relative position between minimum and maximum credit requirements (Appendix
B). This chart allows to identify clusters of programs with similar requirements and
outliers in the upper and lower portions of the range. It also provides a first look at
rankings and helps identify programs advancing specific areas of knowledge by the
emphasis expressed in their curricula. These normalized data are later used to build a
summarized profile of each program.
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Distribution of Educational Offering
The first layer of analysis charts programs in order based on the allocated credit
hours each school places in each area of knowledge. This bar chart sorts programs from
the lowest to the highest number of credits in each area (Figure 2). It includes the average
number of credits and credit range given to the knowledge area across all programs.
Figure 3 illustrates the program distribution of total credits required but divided in three
parts showing the credit portions for core, support, and supplementary courses.
Rankings of Program Requirements by Area of Knowledge
The second series of graphs ranks program credit requirements proportionally by
using a normalization scale of distribution. From left to right, this graph places every
program on a scale from 0-100 points representing minimum to maximum values. The
analysis ranks and compares the programs for each area of knowledge measured by credit
hours. The assumption is that credit allocation for each area of knowledge represents the
emphasis the program is placing on that specific content area. Clusters, patterns and
dispersion are identifiable in the process.
When comparing programs by credit rankings, the findings reveal a wide
distribution of course offerings among each area of knowledge, and a wide variation of
total credits required from each program. General findings are as follows:


Programs offer more credit hours in Design than any other area, followed by
Construction.



There is no dominant clustering of programs with the same number of design
credits.



Over half of the programs share dominant clustering of 9-12 construction
credits.
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Figure 2. Ranking by total credits of all programs. Program distribution by total credits
required. Vertical scale is shortened to emphasize differences in variations of credit
requirements. The + sign indicates a 5-year program and the * indicates a non-semester
program adjusted to semester-equivalent credit hours.
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Figure 3 Proportional ranking by total credits of all programs. Program distribution by
total credits required. Each bar is divided in three parts showing the credit portions for
core, support, and supplementary courses.
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Programs with an emphasis option were not always the high credit outliers as
expected. An example is the University of Wisconsin: it has a degree option
emphasizing the area of Design, but it does not rank among the highest credit
requirements in Design.



Sociocultural Systems ranks lowest (in 28 out of 43 programs)



Five-year programs show a higher number of total program credits and the
highest number of Design credits while four-year programs show a
progression from low to high in both areas.



Wide distribution among all program credit requirements for Plant Materials,
Construction, Hand Representation, Digital Representation, Business, Natural
Systems, Internship, Site Analysis and Sociocultural System categories
regardless of length of program.



Half of the 5-year programs offer credit for Internship and Site Analysis.

Clusters of programs representing similar credit offerings are observed across the
normalized scale. These clusters represent an emphasis on a specific area of knowledge.
Most clusters hover around the low end of the normalized scale. Only Design,
Construction and History/Theory are more evenly distributed. Broad observations are
stated below.


Large clusters at the low end of the normalized scale, or a low credit offering,
for Plant Material, Site Analysis, Sociocultural Systems, Natural Systems,
Hand Representation and Digital Representation, and Business.



Large clusters with no credits offered for the areas of Site Analysis,
Sociocultural Systems, and Internship/Study Abroad.



Hand Representation rankings show a small cluster of no credits.



Design has small clusters evenly distributed across the normalized scale,
suggesting a wide variety of approaches used in course offerings.



History/Theory and Construction both show a large cluster of programs as
well as several small clusters widely distributed along the normalized scale.
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Figure 4 illustrates normalized rankings for total program credit hours. Program
distribution by credits required in Design and Construction are presented below,
accompanied by a table of corresponding findings and observations and the associated
normalized rankings (Figures 5 through 8).
SYNERGIES AND TRADEOFFS
The third graphic analysis uses scatterplots to compare paired areas of knowledge
and identify the synergy and/or tradeoffs between them. BLA Programs are plotted using
scores from the normalized distributions as x and y coordinates. Strong synergistic
relationships are revealed when both areas have high scores suggesting a comparative
emphasis placed on both areas of knowledge. Weak synergistic relationships are revealed
when both areas of knowledge have low credits suggesting less emphasis in both areas
within the range of all universities. Tradeoffs occur when one area has a high score and
the other has low score, suggesting emphasis on one while reduced interest in the second
one (Figure 9). This area of tradeoff can help address questions about one area of
knowledge dominant at the sacrifice of another. Three comparison charts are presented in
this paper. They plot Total Credits vs. Design, Construction vs. Design, and Digital
Representation vs. Hand Representation (Figures 10, 11, and 12). The purpose of the first
one is to see if there is an association between high credit programs and high design
requirements. The areas of Construction and Design were selected for the analysis
because they are the two heaviest credit loads for most programs, therefore, it is of
interest if the emphasis in these two areas of knowledge is associated. Hand
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Figure 4. Normalized credits, total credits: All programs.
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Figure 5. Ranking by credits, area of knowledge: Design.
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Figure 6. Normalized credits, area of knowledge: Design.
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Figure 7. Ranking by credits, area of knowledge: Construction.
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Figure 8. Normalized credits, area of knowledge: Construction.
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Representation and Digital Representation was selected because of curiosity to explore if
there is a shift occurring from hand to digital emphasis.
Total Program vs. Design Requirements
The scatterplot in Figure 10 reveals an association between more total program
credits required and more Design credits offered. All the programs in the synergistic
quadrant are 5-year programs and all but one are above average in number of credits in
both areas. In some cases, 4-year programs are above average in Design credits offered
yet low in total credits, suggesting a larger emphasis in the area of Design by proportion.
This is summarized in Table 4.

Figure 9. Synergy/tradeoffs quadrants.
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Figure 10. Scatterplot of total credit and design credit scores (normalized). The graph
shows a weak association between design credits and total program requirements. The
color indicates CELA region for each program.

Table 4. Scatterplot summary of Total vs. Design scores
Quadrant

Programs

Synergies
High scores in Total
High scores in Design

+IAState, +LSU, +NDSU, +OKStd, +PennSt, +SUNY, +UArk,
+UFL, +UOR*, +Vtech, PhilaU

Weak
Low scores in both
areas

+BAC, +Purdue, ASU, Cornell, CSU, DAV*, MSSt, MSU,
NCA&T, Rutgers, TAMU, Temple, UConn, UGA, UIL,
UMass, UMD, UNL, URI, USU, UW, WSU

Tradeoffs 1
High scores in Total
Credit
Low scores in Design

+BSU, OKSt, +SLO*, +TTU, +UWA*, WVU

Tradeoffs 2
Clemson, OSU, POM*, UKY, UNLV
Low scores in Total
Credit
High scores in Design
Note. Programs grouped by quadrants of synergistic relationship, tradeoffs and low scores.
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Construction vs. Design Requirements
Construction vs. Design requirements is illustrated in Figure 11, accompanied by
Table 5. There is significant dispersion in this scatterplot for both 4- and 5-year
programs. While the outliers with strong synergy in both Construction and Design are 5year programs (6 of them), there appears to be many 4- and 5-year programs high in
Construction and low in Design offerings. The wide dispersion of the programs scattered
throughout the chart presents little synergy between the two areas of knowledge. Based
on the distribution of program location (CELA regions are indicated by colors), there
does not appear to be a regional connection of emphasis in these two areas of knowledge.

Figure 11. Scatterplot of construction and design scores shows a wide dispersion of
approaches. No clear pattern of associated correlation between construction and design
courses emerge, high courses in design.
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Table 5. Scatterplot summary of Construction vs. Design scores
Quadrant

Programs

Synergies
High scores in Construction
High scores in Design

+IAState, +NDSU, +OKStd, +PennSt, +UArk, +Vtech,
PHILAU, UKY

Weak
Low scores in both areas

+SLO*, +UWA*, ASU, Cornell, CSU, DAV*, UConn,
UMass, UMD, UNL, UWd

Tradeoffs 1
High scores in Construction
Low scores in Design

+BAC, +BSU, +OKSt, +Purdue, +TTU, MSSt, MSU,
NCA&T, Rutgers, TAMU, Temple, UGA, UIL, URI, USU,
WSU, WVU

Tradeoffs 2
Low scores in Construction
High scores in Design

+LSU, +SUNY, +UFL, +UOR*, Clemson, OSU, POM*,
UNLV

Note. Programs grouped by quadrants of synergistic relationship, tradeoffs and low scores

Hand Representation vs. Digital Representation Requirements
These comparisons are illustrated in Figure 12 with a corresponding summary
(Table 6). Very few programs reveal a synergistic relationship between Hand
Representation and Digital Representation courses. The greatest number of programs are
ranked low in both areas. This suggests that for the majority of the programs, visual
representation courses are taught elsewhere in the curriculum. No apparent pattern can be
identified when comparing credit hours of these two areas of knowledge.
PROGRAM PROFILE CONFIGURATIONS
Individual Profiles
The fourth analysis collects each individual program’s scores on the 14 areas of
knowledge. The graphic profile identifies the lower 25%, middle 50%, and high 25%
rankings of each area of knowledge for every university based on the normalized
distribution scale (Appendix C, Example in Figure 13). Figure 14 is an example of four
program profiles illustrating differences in emphasis of their areas of knowledge.
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Figure 12. Scatterplot of digital representation vs. hand representation credit scores
(normalized).

Table 6. Scatterplot Summary of Digital Representation (DR) vs. Hand
Representation (HR) scores
Quadrant

Programs

Synergies
High scores in DR
High scores in HR

+TTU, MSU, URI, WVU

Weak
Low scores in both
areas

+IAState, +LSU, +PennSt, +Purdue, +SUNY, +UArk, +Vtech,
Clemson, CSU, NCA&T, OSU, PHILAU, POM*, Temple, UGA,
UIL, UMass, UMD, UNL, WSU

Tradeoffs 1
High scores in DR
Low scores in HR

+BAC, +BSU, +UFL, ASU, Rutgers, TAMU, UConn, UKY,
UNLV, USU

Tradeoffs 2
Low scores in DR
High scores in HR

+NDSU, +OKSt, Cornell, MSSt, UW

Note. Programs grouped by quadrants of synergistic relationship, tradeoffs, and low scores.
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Figure 13. Individual program profile: USU. Blue nodes represent the scores for each
area of knowledge. Shaded areas indicate in the upper and lower 25% of the score ranges.
The gray line in the background outlines the average of all programs as a baseline for
comparison.
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Figure 14 Differences in four program profiles.
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Profile Aggregated by Region
Individual analyses were done for the seven CELA regions. The following
findings describe collective observations from all regional analysis charts. Four regional
profiles are illustrated in Figure 15.
Regional findings:


Wide dispersion among programs in each area of knowledge.



Least dispersion in Site Analysis and Sociocultural Systems, both hovering on
the lower end.



Region 3 - greatest number of programs in top 25 percent.



Region 2 - greatest number of programs in bottom 25 percent.



History/Theory (5) and Construction (4) - most often outliers.



All regions ranked low in Sociocultural Systems.

Profiles by College
Departments of landscape architecture are associated with either colleges of
design/architecture/art, or colleges of agriculture/natural resources. Each program within
each college was combined to see if any characteristics emerged as a result of the college
influence. Profiles for each college are illustrated in Figures 16.
College of Design/Architecture/Art:


Design credit average higher than national average and the programs that fall
under other colleges.



Programs are below national average in Plant Materials, Site Analysis, Hand
Representation, Digital Representation and Business.



Wide dispersion of Design, Digital Representation, and Construction
rankings.



Mid to high History/Theory and Natural Systems rankings.
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Figure 15. Program profile averages: CELA regions (4 out of 7 regions shown).
Horizontal lines in each area of knowledge show the wide dispersion of program scores
on each region. Some differences apparent in the averages of each CELA region, but
clear and compact pattern is not evident in any of them.
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Figure 16. Average scores of Profiles: 4- and 5-year programs and colleges.
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All programs rank on high end of total program credit offerings.



Two-thirds of programs in this college are 5-year.

College of Agriculture/Natural Resources


Highest credit average for Plant Materials, Hand Representation and Digital
Representation over national average and other college type.



Below national credit average in Design, History/Theory and Socio-cultural.



Same credit average for Natural Systems and Construction as national average
and other college type.



Lower total credit average than national average and other college types.



Wide distribution of credits across the spectrum of most areas of knowledge.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This study’s findings provide a panoramic overview of curricular composition. It
shows that while there are guidelines for accreditation purposes, programs vary greatly in
total credit requirements and there is a wide dispersion of course offerings among each
area of knowledge, each geographic region, and each college type.
When comparing credit offerings by area of knowledge, this study reveals
diversity in the distribution of courses and credit hours among programs. Design and
Construction areas of knowledge are the areas of highest credit offerings in all programs.
Site Analysis and Sociocultural Systems are universally on the bottom of the list of credits
offered. In fact, only a few programs explicitly distinguish knowledge areas of Site
Analysis and Sociocultural Systems as independent courses. This raises the question of
where these core concepts are taught and suggests a trend of combining course topics in
other areas. The graphic display of normalized credit rankings reveals that Plant Material
and History/Theory hover in the low end of the spectrum, but credit requirements differ
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greatly among schools. Credit hours allocated explicitly to Hand Representation and
Digital Representation are low, suggesting that these skills are taught among other
courses. About half of the programs offer course credit for Internship/Study Abroad but
some programs require this content area without giving credit, therefore it is not
registered in our rankings.
Of the 43 BLA programs, 27 can be completed in four years and 16 require five
years to complete. The five-year programs rank at the top of the charts for Design and
Construction credit hours, however, few other similarities exist between five-year
programs and the credit offerings in most other areas of knowledge. There are more fiveyear programs below average than above in Natural Systems and Sociocultural Systems,
but a greater number of them require more general education credits than four-year
programs. This may suggest that five-year programs rely more heavily on university-wide
courses and proportionally less on departmental courses compared to four-year programs.
When comparing the coherence and dispersion of credit rankings among
programs of the same college and region, no clear regional patterns or similarities
emerged. Each program within a CELA region has its own strategy and vision on
handling the areas of knowledge. However, comparing programs by college affiliations,
findings indicate that two-thirds of the five-year programs are within colleges of design.
In addition, the colleges of agriculture offer more Hand Representation and Digital
Representation course credits than colleges of design. This suggests instruction of
representation is scattered among courses within colleges of design programs.
The LAAB standards and procedures expect each program to express its mission
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in the curriculum, but it is often not easy to identify program personalities or objectives.
There are mostly gestures.
The findings of this study confirm an earlier hypothesis that accreditation
requirements allow flexibility for landscape architecture programs to adopt different
curricular structures to address different areas of knowledge. The findings further indicate
a broad distribution of credit hours varying by program and area of knowledge.
Landscape architecture curricula appear to exist within the rubrics of accreditation, but
there are a variety of ways to define a program. This study may provide new and existing
programs with a benchmark and reference for intentional decision-making and evidencebased curriculum building. It is expected that this study will open opportunities for new
inquiries and new avenues of research and exploration.
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CHAPTER III
TEACHING DESIGN IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE PROGRAMS2

Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to identify patterns associated among terms used in
design course descriptions of bachelor of landscape architecture (BLA) programs. The
patterns are presented as visual networks. The terms were identified from an analysis of
325 course descriptions found in the curriculum of 43 accredited BLA programs in the
United States. Content and text analysis software is used to visually map word frequency,
topic themes, families and clusters of terms, and identify the strengths and weaknesses of
their connections. Visual mapping to explore networks and associations between terms
helps to understand the content of design courses and how they may relate to other topics.
The results indicate that design education consists predominantly of courses related to
foundational topics, process oriented topics and spatial topics related to the physical
world. There is limited indication that technology or sociocultural topics are explicitly
included in design courses. There is, however, a clear indication that Site Analysis content
is covered to some extent.

Introduction
Design is a general term with a wide range of applications. In landscape
architecture, design relates to the transformation of places and spaces. Rogers (2001)

2

Chapter III is coauthored by Tanya Rice and Carlos Licón for submission to Design Studies, The
Interdisciplinary Journal of Design Research.
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historical perspective describes landscape design applications in a variety of ways:
From Stonehenge to the royal gardens of Versailles, from the Nazca Lines of Peru
to the Forbidden City of Beijing, from the great temple complexes of ancient Egypt to
New York’s Central Park, people throughout the world from the dawn of civilization
have shaped the landscape around them (p. book jacket).
Landscape architecture emerged as a profession in the United States during the
last half of the 19th century rooted in park and garden design, town planning, and cultural
issues (Milburn & Brown, 2016). Today landscape architecture continues to embrace a
relationship between people and places (Rogers, 2001) and uses design to implement a
partnership between art and nature. As a profession, landscape architecture has developed
a common approach to solving design problems and a common vocabulary familiar
among both practitioners and academicians. These commonalities have evolved over time
but remain largely intact (Milburn & Brown, 2003). The American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA) emphasizes design and analysis as key components of the profession
(ASLA, 2016). The education of future landscape architects and the progress of designrelated research are foundational in preparing for the future and for the development of
sound design strategies (Nijhuis & Bobbink, 2012). During a time of advancing
technology, urbanization, and uncertainty about future practice trends, Gobster, Nassauer,
and Nadenicek (2010) suggest that decisions about landscape design and planning need to
be grounded in the best available knowledge and draw upon scholarly depth What are
bachelor of landscape architecture (BLA) programs doing about design education? This
study offers insight into BLA design education in the U.S.
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Background
Today in the U.S., there are 43 universities that offer accredited BLA programs. A
recent study conducted by Rice and Licón (2016) evaluated each of the 43 programs to
gain an understanding into the current state of landscape architecture education. It
explored the curricular composition of BLA programs using 14 thematic areas of
knowledge to classify courses.3 It evaluated the course offerings to identify patterns of
coverage and emphases within each program. That study was about profiling course
offerings without consideration of course descriptions or content. Nevertheless, the
findings reveal several insights into the comprehensiveness of landscape architecture
education. In all programs, the knowledge area of Design4 is the heaviest credit load of
all topics examined and the areas of Site Analysis, Sociocultural Systems, and Hand and
Digital Graphics were among the lowest (Rice & Licón, 2016). This triggered an interest
to explore unresolved questions about these topics. What constitutes ‘design’ in
landscape architecture education? Where is site analysis taught? Is there a connection
between design and sociocultural systems and/or design and digital graphics? It seemed
appropriate to now evaluate the course descriptions to help answer the question of
content and coverage within the Design courses.

3

Based on the categorization of content requirements of the Landscape Architecture Accreditation Board
(LAAB), as well as observations made in course offerings, were identified to establish curricular
composition. The 14 areas of knowledge are Design, Plant Material, Construction, Site Analysis,
History/Theory, Natural and Sociocultural Systems, Hand and Digital Representation,
Business/Management, Internship/Study Abroad, Landscape Electives, Landscape Complementary and
General Education.
4

Design courses included the process and methodology for developing design solutions at various scales,
most often described as a studio environment.
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This study conducts an analysis of the content and context of the Design courses
descriptions to identify networks and clusters of terms to build a collective -aggregateddefinition of this heavy loaded area of knowledge. This study uses visual network
analysis to graphically identify word frequency, cluster themes, families of terms, and the
strengths and weaknesses of their connections to shed light on the structure and content
of design studios.

Methods
Network analysis software can help visualize, map, and measure relationships
between connected entities. To perform this study, the network analysis and visualization
software called Gephi is used to visualize the association of terms found in design course
descriptions. Gephi analyzes, clusters, and graphically represents patterns of pre-selected
design terms into graphs and visual networks of connections. The emphasis of Gephi is
on creating networks of associated terms which is precisely our intention for better
understanding the dynamics of design courses in landscape architecture education.

Data Collection
Based on a previous evaluation of curriculum from the 43 accredited BLA
programs, 325 courses classified under the Design area of knowledge (Rice & Licon,
2016). Course titles and descriptions of the 325 design courses were collected to explore
terms that define the design components of landscape architecture education. From over
300 terms identified to have an implication to the content of design, 150 terms are used as
the searchable dataset for this analysis. The selection process used three criteria to
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qualitatively select terms. First, identifying the most frequently used terms (excluding
common words) in the published course descriptions. These were obtained from either
personal email to each university curriculum coordinator and/or university websites. A
close examination of these course descriptions helped contextualize, revise, and expand
the initial list of terms within the descriptions to verify a consistent use of each term. A
third step of term inclusion comes from selecting terms that can explain differences in the
context of a word by how these terms are used in the course descriptions. The most
frequent terms are illustrated in Figure 16.
Most of the time terms consist of a single word with clear meaning, but
sometimes when a word has multiple interpretations, it was abbreviated or more than one
word is needed to capture the context that the term represents. An example is seen in the
word “landscape,” where the words associated with it in context defines the term as in
landscape-design, landscape-scale or landscape-ecology. Landscape-scale refers to spatial

Figure 17. Word cloud showing the 50 most frequent terms used in course titles. Larger
sizes signify more frequent use of the term. The words landscape, architecture, and
design are the three most frequent terms used (not shown in this image). Image produced
with online software Wordle (www.wordle.net).
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concepts, but landscape ecology refers to a discipline, with particular principles and
methods. Similarly, many terms were described in multiple ways with the same meaning,
like geographic information systems and GIS, 2-D and 3-D spelled out in different ways
or oral and verbal communication. In these cases, a single term was used to represent the
single concept and variations were replaced by a single term. Another consideration was
given to identify the most basic root and abbreviate to ensure different variations of the
word were captured. For example, “environ” is used to capture environment,
environmental, environments, or “region” which covers regional, regions and the like.
Consideration was also given to identify terms used in the correct way, like including the
term ‘city’ in all instances that the word referred to the urban realm or cities, but not as
part of another word such as capacity. A complete list of terms used for this analysis is
provided in Appendix D.

Preparing for Data Analysis
Network analysis tools use nodes and edges to establish the networks. The
networks created in this study are made of a selection of terms, called nodes, and their
connection or relationships between the nodes, called edges (Cherven, 2013; Heymann,
2014). To prepare lists of nodes and edges, two large spreadsheets were created using the
selected design terms and course descriptions. One spreadsheet lists the 150 terms and the
325 course descriptions to discover the frequency of specific terms that appear in each
course description (partial sample of spreadsheet shown in Figure 18). The second
spreadsheet created a matrix to reveal the occurrence of one term in combination with
another term in the overall context of course

Figure 18. Partial sample of larger spreadsheet: Frequency of design terms to establish nodes.
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offerings. The strengths of edges are determined by the number of times the terms appear
together as calculated in the matrix (Partial sample of matrix shown in Figure 19). For
example, the word “environment” appears 67 times in the design course descriptions in
the spreadsheet represented by Figure 18 but only 10 courses include the terms
“environment” and “plant” together as seen in the matrix represented in Figure 19. In this
example, the node size of environment is 67 and the edge weight or its connection with
plant is 10. These spreadsheets establish the information base of terms frequency and
connections for Gephi to construct a network of nodes and edges.

Figure 19. Partial sample of larger matrix: Matrix of design terms appearing together to
establish weights.
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Gephi Visualization
The resulting array of nodes and edges produced with Gephi allow the visual
exploration of the interconnected aspects of deign education in Landscape Architecture.
Gephi uses an algorithm process to calculate the position of the nodes and the weight of
their connectedness (edges) to other nodes. Nodes are represented as circles, and edges
are represented as lines. Nodes are visualized in size and color, the size representing the
frequency that terms appeared in course descriptions and color distinguishing its
associations with other terms. The thickness of the line reflects number of edges that two
terms share. The weight, that is, the strength or weakness of the edges is what determines
the attraction or separation of associated terms. The weight is the primary ranking method
because it represents the number of connections between the nodes (Cherven, 2013).
Based on these factors, Gephi forms clusters of related terms that we call families.
Families are visually represented by the same color, varying in node size, line thickness
and distance from each other (see example in Figure 20).

Figure 20. Family Clusters identified by color and proximity.
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Graphic Process
Network analysis software programs like Gephi allow the user to customize data,
attributes, and properties to generate different views of graphs showing alternative
configuration of networks. We ran three different series of graphic scenarios. Ultimately
nine graphs of networks were created to determine the clearest explanation of the
dynamics within design course descriptions. Table 9 articulates the combinations and
naming of the nine networks. The first run of analysis included a series using all 150
terms (150/1), the second series ran scenarios with the most frequent 100 terms (natural
break in the data at 104 terms, 104/1), and the third series including the most frequent 50
terms (50/1, Figure 21). The first scenario of graphs in each of the series include the
designated number of terms with all of their connections. The second graph in each series
ran the designated number of terms but reduced the number of edges to include only
those with a weight of 5 or larger (example 104/5 network). The third scenario of graphs
reduced the number of edges further, including those with weights of 10 or larger.
Table 7
Combinations of Nodes and Edge Values Generate Different
Scenarios and Naming of the Nine Networks Produced in This Paper
weight of edge (how strong the connection is)
─────────────────────────────
# of nodes in each
network
1 or more
5 or more
10 or more
150
150/1
150/5
150/10
104
104/1
104/5
104/10
50
50/1
50/5
50/10
Note. The reduction in the number of nodes used helped to resolve network
congestion. The reduction in which edges to display helped improve clarity
in the network connectivity (for example Network “104/5” is the network
created with 104 nodes, showing edges with a weight of 5 or larger).
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Figure 21. Network analysis visualization graphs.
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The first graph in Figure 21, including all of the 150 terms and all the edges,
proved to be too dense and cluttered to draw any clear patterns or conclusions (150/1
network). It made sense to reduce the number of nodes in order to reduce clutter. The
second graph represents the natural break of top 104 most frequently used terms with all
the edges connecting these terms (104/1 network). Even with a reduced number of nodes,
the number of edges connecting one term to another remained incredibly dense. This
gave us reason to continue customizing the data to explore what the patterns mean.
The next step taken to clarify the graphs involved eliminating edges and regraphing terms to see if there was a more recognizable pattern or stronger ties between
terms. We reduced the number of edges by including only the weights of five or more
connections to each of the series and then reducing again with weights of 10 or more
connections. These graphs are seen in Scenarios 2 and 3 of Figure 21, respectively. This
eliminated some the weaker connected nodes with their associated edges (smaller nodes
and thinner edges), cleaning up the graphs to only illustrate the more frequently used
nodes and stronger connections. These graphs gave us a better idea of clusters, but the
graph representing 104 nodes and edge weights of five or greater (104/5 network) gave us
the clearest picture of where the families are, what they represent and exhibit the
strongest ties (Figure 21). The nodes began to group together creating identifiable
patterns showing clusters of associated terms.
It was important to work through this process in order to discover the clearest
network and pattern of the terms. Until we looked at the busy 150 series and basic 50
series, we could not have revealed what the important connections, families, clusters, and
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patterns were of the 104 series. Therefore, the majority of the finding in this study arise in
the patterns made from the associations in the 104/5 network and are the essence of our
analysis (Figure 22).

Findings
The analysis of 104/5 network shows families based on terms with the greatest
number of common connections. In establishing the content of each family and
identifying meaning in the patterns, three concentric layers of terms become evident. The

Figure 22. 104/5 network shows 104 nodes and edges with a weight of 5 or more.
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terms that appear most often in course descriptions with the strongest connections to
other nodes are considered core terms, visually represented by the largest nodes and
appear to congregate in the center of the graph. The second layer of terms are slightly
smaller representing fewer (weaker) connections with other terms but contribute the
defining and building the structure of the core terms. The third layer of nodes are small
and on the periphery of the graph, a far distance from other terms and have thinner edges
suggesting lack of connectedness to other terms (Figure 23).
Eight families of related terms are identifiable by color in the 104/5 network
(Figure 22). However, of the 104 terms used in the graph, about 75% of them are evenly

Figure 23. Concentric pattern of terms. From center the circles represent core, secondary,
periphery.
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distributed among the primary three large families. The other five families make up the
remaining 25% of the terms collectively. These three primary families show the most
significant meaning and insight to this study and are discussed by family in this section.
They include one family group that captures a series of foundational terms (purple
family), a family that includes process-related terms (blue family), and a family of terms
related to the spatial elements describing the physical world (green family). The smaller
clusters of nodes are a result of no dominant connection with a specific family because,
and nodes with no dominant connection to a specific family because they have multiple
connections with a wide range of terms. An explanation of findings in these smaller
clusters are described under Additional Points of Interest.

Cluster Themes and Families of Term
Family of foundational terms. The family of purple nodes depicts the basic
elements students need to pursue training as landscape designers. It shows design is not
only dominant in terms of credit but also determines the base and support of other areas
of knowledge in BLA education. The terms introduc, method, fundament, landscapedesign, place, and plant are the core terms in this family with strong connections
branching out to other purple terms (Figure 24). The secondary layer of terms such as
drawing, technique, synthesis, problem solving, creative, material, model, aesthetic and
function provide building skills to feed the core terms. The small periphery terms can be
tools that provide support for developing these fundamental concepts (composition, art,
shape, landform, reading, lecture, and represent).
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Figure 24. Family of foundational terms.
Process family. The blue cluster of nodes depicts process oriented terms (Figure
25). The terms analysis, inventory, theory, concept, and site-design are fundamental to
the practice of landscape architecture and are core principles in training students the
design process. The secondary layer of smaller nodes (2d, 3d, media, and research)
represent tools used to convey and deliver principles and generate types of outcomes.
Likewise, the small peripheral terms inform the building of theory and principles and are
the key components of the process (inventory, site-analysis, programming, evaluate,
design-theory, visual, and conceptual).
The blue process nodes are closely intertwined with a smaller family of business
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related topics, with terms like communication, graphic, profession, skill, oral,
comprehensive and integrate. This reveals a close connection between business skills and
the process terms in the course descriptions (see Figure 25).
Spatial themed family. The spatial themed family of terms exhibits spatially
explicit terms on the large-scale (Figure 26). The core terms in this family are urban,
communit, and space, and represented by green nodes. The secondary layer of terms
represents issues that have a direct effect on the core topics. These include economy,
public, complex, advance, context, system, region, and open-space. The periphery layer
of nodes represents building blocks of larger systems and are supporting elements that
relate to the types of space that is created for human use (housing, neighborhood, park,
city, local, native and rural).

Figure 25. Family of process family.
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Figure 26. Family of spatial terms, related to physical space.

Additional Points of Interest
The following points of interest are additional findings that do not fall directly
within one of the primary families but worthy of mention as they relate to design
education.
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Form is a term that appears alone, a different color than any other family. It is
represented with a large node in the core of the 104/5 network. It has multiple
connections with every other family within the core and secondary layer
suggesting its multiple function in design course. Its strong relation to so
many other nodes …is it equally connected to everything



Environment is represented with a large node in a small family of four terms
(social, issue, and sustainab). Like form, it has multiple connections with
most families, but particularly with the three main clusters, the Foundational,
Process and Spatial families.



The node for water appears distant and disconnected from other terms. It is
small, shows thin edges and is within the periphery layer. It represents weak
connections with only urban, ecology, system, space and form (Figure 23).



GIS is weakly linked to only Region and Analysis.



The terms 2-d, 3-d, drawing, graphic exist in different families. 2-d and 3-d
are in the process family, graphic falls one of the small families, and drawing
falls in the foundational family.



Function, aesthetic and composition are in the outer edges of the graph (weak
connections)



Social is included in the smallest family of four nodes with few associations to
other terms.



Very few terms suggest socio-cultural topics are emphasized within the design
course curriculum. The terms social and culture are within different families,
are small and have a moderate association with other terms.

Discussion
Three Concentric Layers
The 104/5 network allows a closer inspection of design education in Landscape
Architecture. This network includes a variety of family clusters and a series of
interconnected terms which can provide many interpretations beyond this paper. As
illustrated in Figure 23, the network of terms formed three concentric layers. Based on
the frequency of the terms, it is evident that the layers represent core, the secondary and
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periphery topics related to design. These layers steer the findings of this analysis as they
provide insight to identifiable patterns within design education. The centrality and size of
the core layer of nodes reveal the emphasis of core topics in design courses. It shows that
there is some degree of agreement among academicians that Foundational, Process and
Spatial oriented topics are of importance in design courses. The secondary layer feeds the
core by providing skills or elements to strengthen each family core. For example,
drawing, technique, synthesis, problem solving, creative, material, model, aesthetic and
function provide skill building to realize and support the topics at core of the foundational
family. The periphery nodes link concepts to the secondary and core terms of their
families, that is may provide a point of entry into understanding the different families.
For example, in the foundational family, represent is connected to the secondary layer
with drawing, model, technique, leading to the core term of introduc. This shows how
each family has a progression of skill to reach its core. Often, a periphery node alone may
have multiple meanings or interpretations and needs the secondary and core terms to
depict its familial meaning.

Families
The foundational family of purple nodes, including terms such as introduc,
method, fundament, landscape-design, place and plant, depicts many foundational
elements typical of first-year BLA program courses. This may be stating an obvious
progression of introductory design courses in a program but the important discovery is
that this sequence of concepts presents a clear pattern among landscape architecture
programs.
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The process oriented family of nodes including terms such as analysis, inventory,
theory, concept, and site-design, depicts process oriented terms representing teachings of
the design process. Since the terms often associated with site analysis are part of this
family, like analysis, theory, inventory, programming and evaluate, it suggests that this is
where some site analysis takes shape in design courses. Additionally, the close
interconnectedness and locations of the business (brown) and process terms suggest the
business terms are skills that support the delivery aspect of the process.
The spatial themed family exhibits spatially explicit terms. The size of the core
nodes, number of total nodes in the family and dense edges show the importance of the
knowledge of the physical world in design courses. This is expected as the root of
landscape architecture is in the design of space and place as it pertains to the health and
wellbeing of humans and nature. However, the node for water is small and distant from
the core terms suggesting it is not a dominant topic in design courses based on course
descriptions.

Conclusion
This study’s findings provide insight on 300 course descriptions and indicate that
design education consists predominantly of courses related to foundational topics,
process orientated topics and topics related to physical space. There is limited indication
that digital graphics or sociocultural topics are included in design courses. There is,
however, a clear indication that site analysis content is covered to some extent.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this thesis was to provide a comprehensive view of the curricular
offerings and design course descriptions of accredited landscape architecture programs to
in the U.S. This was conducted through two separate studies. Chapter II provided a
panoramic overview of curriculum composition. It identified patterns, trends, coherence
and dispersion of courses, areas of knowledge, geographic regions, and types of colleges
where the programs reside. It is an original reference for curriculum revisions and for
landscape architecture program design. Chapter III was an in-depth analysis that explored
the content and context of course descriptions of the predominant area of knowledge,
design, as identified in Chapter II. The analysis of more than 300 design course
descriptions is a first and original introspective look at design courses, thematic clusters,
and collective description of what constitutes design education in our discipline.
This comprehensive overview of the current overview of landscape architecture
education has provoked the interest of many. It has been recognized by the LAAB as
helpful in their efforts in reviewing and revising the accreditation standard and
procedures. Following a presentation of Chapter II at an academic conference, multiple
university professors expressed interest in the outcomes of the studies as a baseline for
curriculum revision. The USU Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
Advancement Board found the USU’s program composition and rankings a useful insight
to our educational offer and contributed to the advancement of goals for our department.
Collectively, they provide a unique contribution to understand program
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composition and insight into the undergraduate educational offer of landscape
architecture in the United States. It is also an original reference for curriculum revisions,
and will contribute to create educational strategies for landscape architecture program
design.
In the first study, diligence was taken to gather the most accurate and updated
curricular information for each university, but it is understood that curriculum is a
moving target and adjustments and updates are made regularly. The best available data
for each university program was collected during the summer of 2015 and may have
changed by the time of this publication. Analysis in this study is quantitatively based on
credit hours allocated to each course. It is understood that credit allocation is not
representative of what is actually being taught but that it gives an insight to the level of
emphasis each program places on the different areas of knowledge.
In the second study, word selection and network analysis was based on design
course descriptions made available by each university. It is expected that course
descriptions are representative of course content, however, understand it is not inclusive
of all content.
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Appendix A
List of Universities
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List of Universities

University
Arizona State University
Ball State University
Boston Architectural Collage
California Polytechnic State University, Pomona
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo
Clemson University
Colorado State University
Cornell University
Iowa State University
Louisiana State University
Michigan State University
Mississippi State University
North Carolina A&T State University
North Dakota State University
Ohio State University
Oklahoma State University
Pennsylvania State University
Philadelphia University
Purdue University
Rutgers, State University of New Jersey
State University of New York
Temple University
Texas A&M University
Texas Tech University
University of Illinois
University of Arkansas
University of Connecticut
University of Nebraska
University of California, Davis
University of Florida
University of Georgia
University of Kentucky
University of Maryland
University of Massachusetts
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
University of Oregon
University of Rhode Island

Abbreviation
ASU
+BSU
+BAC
POM*
+SLO*
Clemson
CSU
Cornell
+IASt
+LSU
MSU
MSSt
NCA&T
+NDSU
OSU
+OKSt
+PennSt
PhilaU
+Purdue
Rutgers
+SUNY
Temple
TAMU
+TTU
UIL
+UArk
UConn
UNL
DAV*
+UFL
UGA
UKY
UMD
UMass
UNLV
+UOR*
URI
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University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Utah State University
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Washington State University
West Virginia University

+UWA*
UW
USU
+VTech
WSU
WVU

Programs with Emphasis Options
Oklahoma State University - Environmental Planning
Emphasis
Oklahoma State University - Horticulture Emphasis
Oklahoma State University - Design Emphasis

+OKSt ep
+OKSt h
+OKSt d

University of Wisconsin - Design Emphasis
University of Wisconsin - History Emphasis
University of Wisconsin - Sustainable Development
Emphasis
University of Wisconsin - Native Plants Emphasis
University of Wisconsin - Ornamental Plants Emphasis
University of Wisconsin - Inventory & Analysis Emphasis
+ indicates 5-year program
* indicates adjusted credits for quarter system

UWd
UWh
UWs
UWnp
UWop
UWsa
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Appendix B
Normalized Rankings by Area of Knowledge
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Appendix C
Program Profiles
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Figures illustrating individual program profiles and averages of 4- and 5-year programs,
colleges, and CELA regions.
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92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142
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Appendix D
List of Design Terms
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List of terms used to the analysis of Design course descriptions (325 courses documented
under the category of Design)
Terms sorted by number of
courses that include them *
environment
analy [sys / ses / itical…]
introduce [tion / tory…]
urban
theor [y / ies / etical…]
form
explor [e / ation / atory…]
landscape-design
space
natur [e / al…]
site-design
communit [y / ies / arian…]
concept [tual…]
issue
plant
cultur [e / al…]
ecology [y / ies / ical…]
method [ology / ological…]
skill
sustainab [ility / le]
fundament [al…]
system
context
technique
graphic
place
region
integrat [e / ion / ive…]
research
complex
advance
communicat [e / ion…]
social
comprehensive
site-planning
human
profession [al / ist…]
3-d [3d / three-d…]
public
creative
material

Number of courses that
include the term
67
64
64
62
60
58
56
52
51
48
46
46
46
45
44
42
42
41
41
36
36
36
35
34
33
32
32
32
32
31
30
30
29
28
28
27
26
25
24
24
23

Number of times the term is mentioned
in combination with another
130
134
134
124
127
136
136
124
129
135
129
128
125
133
108
136
128
126
125
125
103
125
121
112
130
126
111
115
116
124
109
106
108
99
105
119
118
77
112
106
95
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Terms sorted by number of
courses that include them *
media
experien [ce / tial…]
open-space
problem-solving
synthesis
construct [ion / ive…]
detail
function
2-d [2d / two-d]
model
field-trip
histor [y / ic / ical…]
aesthetic
visual
capstone
lecture
master-plan
management
programming
oral
econom [y / ic…]
composition
discuss
large-scale
conceptual
contemporary
design-theory
interdisciplinary
site-analysis
drawing
art
cityy [city / cities…]
proposal
housing
small-scale
water
evaluat [e / ion / ive…]
inventory
strateg [y / ies / ic]
parkk [park]
critic [al / que]
reading
building
neighborhood

Number of courses that
include the term
22
21
21
21
21
20
20
20
20
19
19
19
18
18
17
17
17
17
17
17
16
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12

Number of times the term is mentioned
in combination with another
94
118
97
87
89
97
91
102
62
97
95
119
81
91
79
92
84
91
84
89
93
68
97
87
83
85
70
66
66
85
93
85
99
85
68
102
68
79
75
72
92
84
86
72
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Terms sorted by number of
courses that include them *
rural
recreation
represent
local
shap [e / ing…]
seminar
native
residential
realwriting
garden
landform [land form]
resource
circulation
design-concept
framework
value
*GIS*
technolog [y / ic / ical…]
document
workshop
client
behavior
environmental-plan
interpret
landscape-ecolog [y / ical…]
suburb [an / ia…]
place-making
team
built-environment
infrastructure
mixed-use
plant-material
road
abstract
character
design-thinking
dynamic
implementation
meaning
regulat [e / ion / ory…]
restorat [e / ion / ive…]
revitali [ze / zation…]
inquiry

Number of courses that
include the term
12
12
12
11
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6

Number of times the term is mentioned
in combination with another
62
73
83
81
79
75
90
70
84
67
64
65
72
66
72
76
88
79
78
59
66
68
43
40
68
54
57
59
43
44
73
73
39
80
52
44
49
56
53
90
45
61
61
51
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Terms sorted by number of
courses that include them *
case-stud [y / ies…]
independent
brownfield
design-principles
divers [e / ity / ities…]
transport [ation…]
tyyp [type / typology…]
critical-think [er / ing]
people
politic
site-specific
vegetation
change
observation
land-planning
site-inventory
decision-making
render
parking
outdoor
perform [ance…]

Number of courses that
include the term
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
1

Number of times the term is mentioned
in combination with another
75
17
72
41
52
78
30
36
59
41
28
57
33
65
23
51
25
45
52
21
3

